
 

 
 

 

 

 

MEETING DETAILS: 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

Club: NZ Metropolitan Trotting Club Inc at Addington Raceway Date: Friday, 4 July 2014 
Weather: Fine   
Track: Fast   
Rail: Not applicable   
Stewards: N McIntyre (Chairman), S Renault, C Boyd.   
Typist: M Harris   

 
 

General: 

 
 
 

Supplementary: 

 
 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: FLORIN, PETITE ONE, CHANGE STRIDE, DALTON BROMAC, STINGRAY, MAJOR BUBBLES, AILE ROUGE, 
J C SKIPPER, HORACE GREELEY 

Protests:   Nil 

Suspensions:   Nil 

Fines:   Nil 

Warnings:   Nil 

Bleeders:   Nil 

Horse Actions: Race 1 GLENFERRIE ANN - Warned Performance 

 Race 1 NARISSA FRANCO - Warned Performance 

 Race 1 REMISS - Warned Mobiles 

 Race 8 ORSE M JOGMAR - Warned Performance 

 Race 9 SHYA - Veterinary Clearance Required 

 Race 10 COYOTE - Cleared from unruly stands 

Medical Certificates:   Nil 

Driver Changes:   Nil 

Late Scratchings: Race 1 FERN FEVER - 3.30pm 

 Race 3 DAMON RUNYON - 2.00pm 

 Race 6 LACROIX FRANCO - 4.40pm 

 Race 6 BEACON HILL - 4.40pm 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 05/07/2014 until 08/07/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
LIVURA, WILLIAM LANCE, DAMON RUNYON, BEACON HILL, FRANCO TEVEZ, LACROIX FRANCO, 
HERE WE GO AGAIN 

Exceptional Circumstances: 
FERN FEVER, QUEEN MARY 

Ashburton TC - Friday 13th June 2014 
Race 9 - HOTEL ASHBURTON FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 
Racing towards the 800 metres driver T Chmiel (SICILIAN SECRET) became unbalanced in his sulky when being shifted wider 
abruptly on the track by ZENA MAC (G Smith). In consequence these runners locked wheels costing them both momentum 
and ground. 
Stewards charged driver G Smith under Rule 869(3) (b) for the above incident. After hearing all relative evidence the JCA 
found the charge proven and imposed a fine of $300. 



RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 HYDROFLOW GOLDEN GIRLS SERIES (HEAT 1) MOBILE PACE 

FERN FEVER was a late scratching at 3.30pm after encountering transport difficulties. 
REMISS broke as the start was effected losing its chance. The connections were warned to improve the mare's mobile start 
manners. 
GLENFERRIE ANN raced wide in the early and middle stages and gave ground from the 1000 metres. The connections were 
warned to improve the mare's racing performance. 

FLEETS CLASSY JET over-raced in the middle stages when sitting parked. 
CRACKLIN ROSIE over-raced passing the 1000 metres. 
NARISSA FRANCO tired from the 700 metres with the connections being warned to improve the mare's performance. 
CRACKLIN ROSIE tired rounding the final bend with the trailing ELEANOR G held up momentarily. 
Driver R May dropped his foot briefly when activating the gear on GLAMAR GIRLS in the run home. 
GLAMAR GIRLS hung inwards over the concluding stages. 
When questioned with regard to the performance of CRACKLIN ROSIE driver G O'Reilly advised the mare may have choked 
down after over-racing during the running. A subsequent veterinary examination revealed that the mare's left laryngeal 
hemiplegia was not fully functioning. Trainer G Dunn advised Stewards that he would be making gear changes prior to the 
mare returning to the races. 

Race 2 GRAPHITE DEVELOPMENTS LTD-PHILIP & GLENYS KENNARD TROT (MOB) 

PETITE ONE hung inwards on several occasions. 
MANAAKI and MING broke rounding the final bend. 
SUMMER VACATION hung inwards rounding the final bend and then broke on straightening for the run home. 

Race 3 MARRIOTTS CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS MOBILE PACE 

DAMON RUNYON was a late scratching at 2pm with a vet certificate to be provided.  
HEZA SWINGER and HAVE FAITH IN ME were back slightly on the second row at the start. 
HAVE FAITH IN ME raced wide from the 1500 metres without cover. 
MISS BADLANDS raced greenly leaving the 1300 metres. 
CHANGE STRIDE raced greenly round the final bend. 
NATIVE CAESAR raced keenly when being held up rounding the final bend and then became awkwardly positioned on the 
wheel of WESTBURN JEWEL when shifting ground inwards. Driver C Thornley was advised to exercise more care when 
shifting ground. 

HAVE FAITH IN ME paced roughly passing the 120 metres. 

Race 4 CROMBIE LOCKWOOD MOBILE PACE 

VICE CONSUL paced roughly shortly after the start and then broke briefly approaching the 2400 metres. 
BETABCOOL hung inwards for some distance shortly after the start. 
MIGHTY MAJOR over-raced when sitting parked. 
VICE CONSUL when attempting to improve three wide paced roughly passing the 1050 metres and again paced roughly 
entering the back straight on the final occasion with the gelding being eased down by driver N Rasmussen. When questioned 
regarding the performance N Rasmussen explained the gelding had pulled a shoe however was of the opinion the gelding did 
not handle the track similar to its performance at Addington Raceway on the 13th of June. Co-trainer M Purdon undertook to 
advise Stewards of anything that may come to light in the coming days that may explain the performance. A subsequent 
veterinary examination revealed no abnormalities. 

Race 5 SEARELLS CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS HANDICAP TROT 

SARATOGA reared as the start was effected and then shortly after was inconvenienced by the breaking 
THANKSFORPLAYING. 
ALL LIT UP hung inwards rounding the final bend. 
INDIANA JONES and BOYLANOVA broke over the concluding stages. 
GREGORY R hung outwards in the run home. 

Race 6 TELTRAC COMMUNICATIONS LTD PACE 



 

LACROIX FRANCO was a late scratching at 4.40pm with a vet certificate provided. 
BEACON HILL was a late scratching at 4.40pm with a vet certificate to be provided. 
Permission was granted for the blinds to be removed from DROVER'S EYRE. 
HALSTON BROMAC and SPIRIT ECLIPSE broke at the start. 

CALLENBERG raced roughly over the initial stages and then broke briefly near the 2450 metres. 
FRANCO TYRONE was held up by the tiring DROVER'S EYRE rounding the final bend. 
SMOOTH LYNDA was held up late in the run home. 

Race 7 TODAY HOMES HANDICAP PACE 

MACHS A FLYIN broke at the start. 
FAIR DINKUM BROMAC broke after 100 metres inconveniencing MACHS A FLYIN. 
Stewards withheld 4th placing being awarded to UNICO ROSE (R May) on the grounds of a possible breach of the Push Out 
Rule when UNICO ROSE shifted ground outwards leaving the 1100 metres resulting in FAIR DINKUM BROMAC (K Butt) 
racing three wide momentarily. After hearing from driver K Butt assisted by Senior Horseman J Cox and driver R May, it was 
established that driver May had commenced to shift ground outwards just prior to FAIR DINKUM BROMAC reaching the 
sulky wheel of UNICO ROSE and then FAIR DINKUM BROMAC had hung outwards placing it in the three wide line shortly 
after. Stewards were satisfied that UNICO ROSE had not breached the Push Out Rule with all placing’s duly authorised. 
Driver M Neilson was questioned with regard to the tactics she adopted near the 1200 metres when electing to shift MACHS 
A FLYIN back to the inner. Miss Neilson advised that at the time she shifted to the fence the horse was under extreme 
pressure and believed it was in the horse's best interests to shift to the markers and save ground. Stewards accepted Miss 
Neilson's explanation. 

Race 8 CABLECRAFT CHRISTCHURCH MOBILE TROT 

DANKE was back at the start. Driver M Edmonds was advised to make a greater effort to maintain his barrier position at the 
start. 
HELLAVAHANOVER broke as the start was effected. 
INNES BOYZ broke racing into the first bend inconveniencing the trailing JEAN SEBASTIEN. 
SHELL SEEKER had to be steadied near the 900 metres when ORSE M JOGMAR gave ground. The connections of ORSE M 
JOGMAR were warned to improve the mare's racing performance. 
XMAS JOYELLA broke passing the 700 metres again breaking passing the 350 metres. 
SHELL SEEKER was held up rounding the final bend and made ground well once clear. 
INNES BOYZ broke over the concluding stages. 

Race 9 CAVELL LEITCH YOUNG AT HEART SERIES (HEAT 2) MOBILE PACE 

SHYA hung inwards rounding the first bend. 
FRANCO HEPBURN over-raced in the middle stages. 
MAIDEN ROME and ARDEN'S ATTACK were held up rounding the final bend by the tiring CRUSADER COURAGE. 
Stewards requested a post-race veterinary examination of SHYA which revealed the mare to be significantly lame in the off 
fore leg. A veterinary clearance will be required prior to SHYA resuming. 

Race 10 HAMPTONS ITM/ GOLDEN EDGE/ IPL  PACE 

DONEGAL KATRINA, VALMARA, OASIS DREAM and WESTERN ART broke at the start. 
COYOTE was cleared from the unruly for future standing starts. 
 
 
 

 


